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Hydro-Lek delivers new future-proofed power packs to James Fisher
Nuclear

In a drive to future-proof their electronic product range, Hydro-Lek have redesigned the HLK91160 power pack to incorporate new high performance motors and a solid state power
supply. These are being adapted to include a stainless steel manifold and ceracoated hard
anodised aluminium parts to enable the power packs to be immersed into nuclear ponds.
The new power packs will be fitted to a range of ROV systems including a
customized handling system, designed and built by Hydro-Lek for James Fisher
Nuclear, to support nuclear decommissioning operations. Hydro-Lek will also be
providing a range of industry standard hydraulic components to be fitted to third
party systems to ensure greater reliability.
“We have been using Hydro-Lek systems and components on our systems for several
years now and during this time they have proved to be robust, reliable and highly
effective.” said Business Area Manager for James Fisher Nuclear, Simon Pyne. “Future
proofing their product lines has been key in the drive to setting a new standard in the
industry.”
James Fisher Nuclear is an established supplier of specialist engineering, manufacturing and

technical services for applications within challenging environments or with high integrity
requirements.

Hydro-Lek is a leading supplier of remote handling systems for the subsea, nuclear
and defence industries. The company was acquired by Saab Seaeye in 2013 and
produces a range of hydraulic intervention tooling from simple hydraulic components
to fully integrated telemetry-controlled remote manipulator systems for integration
onto ROV’s and remote access platforms worldwide.
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The above picture shows the full reach of a customised Hydro-Lek 5 function
manipulator holding a simulated fuel rod – the manipulator can be retracted fully
within the ROV frame.

